Installation Guide for Suzuki DL650 V-Strom
www.ravetechmotorcycles.com
This skid plate is easy to install and can be done with basic skills and tools. If in
doubt find a competent person. Thread retainer is recommended on all fasteners.


Support the bike securely on the centre stand or a paddock stand.



Remove the front side stand mounting bolt and exhaust mounting bolt.



Fit the rear mounting bracket using the new bolts & existing 12mm washer.



For the bolted skid plate, loosely fit the two sides using the 18 x M6 stainless
bolts with nuts and washers fitted to the inside. Start with the three bolts as
indicated and insert all bolts before tightening. Recommended torque is: 8.7 Nm




Fitting with 2012+ OEM, Givi TN3101 & SW Motech SKU: SBL.05.757.10000.B
crash bars
On these type crash bars the skid plate fits to the inside of the cross tube.



Fit the rubber pads to the selected hole sets.



Tighten the 2xU-bolts to the crash bar without crushing the rubber pads to
excessively. Tighten the 2xM8 rear mounting bolts making sure that the skid
plate is tight up against the rear bracket. Finally tighten the rear bracket side
stand and exhaust bolts.



Fitting with Givi TN532, SW Motech SKU: SBL.05.674.10000.B & similar crash
bars with these close to engine cross bar position.
Fit the rear bracket as above.
On these type of crash bars the adaptor brackets and skid plate fit to the outside
of the cross bar. Fit the stainless adaptor brackets to the front of the skid plate
with the M6 bolts in the upper hole sets.
Now install the skid plate as indicated above.







Tighten the 2xU-bolts to the crash bar. Tighten the 2xM8 rear mounting bolts
making sure that the skid plate is tight up against the rear bracket. Finally
tighten the rear bracket side stand and exhaust bolts.

All work undertaken should be carried out by a competent person as improper fitment could cause failure resulting in possible
injury or death. The Ravetech skid plate is designed to protect the underside of the motorcycle from loose debris and moderate
ground strikes. Heavy contact may cause damage to the skid plate and vehicle parts which Ravetech will not be liable for.

